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PREVENTING DISEASE
Rodents are a known carrier for pathogens that can devastate a
hog operation: salmonella, trichinosis, swine dysentery, and
others. Rats and mice are also a mechanical vector for viruses
like PRRS and PEDV, spreading diseases on their bodies and fur.

ADVANCED BIOSECURITY
= HEALTHY ANIMALS

Rodents can cause significant economic harm to farms – they
consume and contaminate feed, and cause damage to structures and electrical wiring.
Place Titan or Bullet iQ Stations around the exterior and interior of
buildings to track rodent activity, so you’ll know where and when
to bait. Use Rat and Live Catch iQ Traps in hard to reach areas
where rats and mice travel like attics or drop ceilings.

INTEGRATED BIOSECURITY MANAGEMENT
Limiting foot traffic and animal contact
is a critical part of Biosecurity, particularly on swine operations. Motomco iQ
products provide visibility to rodent
activity without the need to frequently
enter barns or physically check every
station or trap. Reduce the risk of
contamination and save valuable time
and labor costs.
Data gathered by iQ sensors give managers a tool to analyze
trends and make adjustments for a more effective rodent control
program. Customized reports after every site visit ensure
accountability for applicators or service technicians on the farm.
Incorporating iQ Stations and Traps into your facility help ensure a
safe and secure environment and provide peace of mind for the
producer, integrator and consumer.

“

We’ve had the iQ stations on our sow facility for a couple
months and they work great. It saves me the time not
having to check on all the stations and I know where the
mice are moving, which helps us out a lot.
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THE SMART WAY TO CONTROL RODENTS.
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